Loudness Normalisation: Paradigm Shift or Placebo for the Use of Hyper-Compression in Pop Music?
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ABSTRACT

Loudness normalisation has been heralded as a tonic for the loudness wars. In this paper we propose that a side effect of its implementation may be a greater awareness of sound quality. This side effect is explored through an analysis of the manner in which music is listened to and under this new paradigm. It is concluded that the conditions necessary for sound quality judgments have been provided but that the existing preference for hyper-compression may affect the de-escalation of its use in the pop music industry. The aesthetic concerns of hyper-compression are examined in order to determine the sonic trade-offs or perceived benefits inherent in the application of hyper-compression. Factors considered include: (i) loss of excitement or emotion, (ii) audition bias in listening environments, (iii) hyper-compression as an aesthetic preference, (iv) the increased cognitive load of hyper-compression, and (v) the ability of loudness variation to define musical structures. The findings suggest that while loudness normalisation may help de-escalate the loudness wars, listener preference for hyper-compressed music may be more complex than simply a competitive advantage relating to loudness bias.

1. INTRODUCTION

Loudness wars have been pursued to varying degrees in many reproduction formats including vinyl, radio and digital storage mediums [1], [2] resulting in a negative impact on the perceived sound quality of these formats by industry experts [1], [3]. The paradigm of loudness maximization is primarily attributed to the psychoacoustic phenomenon where two identical tracks played back at differing amplitudes will result in the louder signal being perceived as better [4]. This quality judgment is primarily due to the non-linear response of the ear [5] in which louder reproductions result in more frequencies being audible at low and high frequencies [1]. This loudness bias has led to reports of enhanced perception of spaciousness and depth in signals differing by as little as 0.2dB by expert listeners (Katz in [2]). It is this association with sound quality that has led to the widely held belief that music with a reduced dynamic range, resulting in a louder average signal when presented using peak normalization, will sell better [4]. However, this belief was questioned in [4] where it was concluded that listeners are more sensitive to changes in the musical content focusing on melody, harmony, instrumentation, lyrical content, texture and emotion rather than loudness changes when choosing what music to buy. Though this is contrary to popular belief among record company executives in the ‘pop music industry’, the difficulty and expense associated with carrying out a full scale quantitative experiment ensures that this belief may be difficult to overcome [4]. However, while listener preference is based on the musical content, sound quality judgments are biased by loudness differences. For this reason loudness variance is strictly controlled in perceptual listening experiments [6], [7].

Given the sound quality bias resulting from loudness differences, some mastering engineers, whose primary function is to verify or enhance the sound quality of music prior to release [3], have been advocating a fixed monitoring level solution for a number of years [3], [8]. This fixed monitoring level led Katz to propose a new metering system based on a reference level of 83dB SPL. The argument for a fixed monitoring level suggests that auditioning music at a fixed level facilitates an awareness of sound quality issues between songs and allows the mastering engineer to determine the amount of dynamic range compression (DRC) to be applied prior to auditioning [3]. A fixed monitoring level solution has been made available to the general public in the form of loudness normalisation software [9], [10].

The introduction of loudness normalization across the broadcasting industry in Europe [11] and the television broadcast industry in America [12] coupled with the inclusion of the ‘Sound Check’ loudness normalization software on iTunes [10] and open source solutions such as ‘ReplayGain’ [9] implemented on streaming services like Spotify [13], removes the competitive advantage previously afforded to aggressively compressed masters. Loudness normalisation in software audio players operates by accessing the metadata of digital storage files to extract the average level of a track across its entire length using loudness algorithms such as the ITU-R BS.1770 loudness algorithm [11]. This number is then compared against the reference target level and the file playback level is scaled up or down by the audio player in order to match this target output level. This results in all files being perceived at an equally loud level by the...
listener thereby removing the competitive advantage created by extreme dynamic range compression.

The widespread implementation of this solution has led some commentators to declare that the loudness wars are over [14], [15]. However, this may be an over-simplification of the issue in which additional aesthetic factors which contributed to the loudness wars are ignored. Indeed, some engineers have provided anecdotal evidence that the introduction of loudness normalization in Europe has begun to change the way music is being produced and engineered [16]. This would imply that the introduction of loudness normalization has affected the ability of producers and engineers to judge sound quality. However, during the loudness wars, there were frequent calls for an end to the war by numerous authors and music industry professionals, on the grounds that they could perceive a detrimental effect on the quality of music which they attributed to the over compression of dynamic range [3]. This sentiment was not echoed by all involved in music production and music deemed to be of compromised dynamic range is still being produced today [17].

The temptation to over compress the dynamic range led some engineers to compare the use of compression to drug addiction [18]. This addictive nature of compression and its subsequent abuse, has led to the creation of the term ‘hyper-compression’ [2] to describe the over-use of compression in order to achieve a perceptually louder sound recording [1], [2]. Whilst defining compression as an addiction may be inflammatory, it implies that continued exposure to hyper-compressed music may alter the internal quality meter of the music listener, biasing them towards hyper-compression. In this respect, the definition of a ‘normal’ amount of DRC is a perpetually moving target dictated by the production processes of the day. However, as loudness normalisation may allow the listener to isolate the subjective quality aspects of the music, in a similar manner to a mastering engineer, the listener may become more aware of sound quality.

This paper examines how loudness normalisation may change the way we listen to music by exploring the issues affecting sound quality judgments in domestic listening environments. An investigation of the aesthetic concerns of hyper-compression is conducted to understand the sensory and cognitive issues underlying the proliferation of hyper-compression during the loudness wars. By understanding the aesthetic motivations for the recent loudness war, we may gain an understanding of the sonic fingerprint of the internal reference of popular music listeners for sound quality in the 21st century.

2. MUSIC LISTENING IN THE AGE OF LOUDNESS NORMALISATION

One of the factors credited with facilitating the loudness wars was the perceived unwillingness of the listener to adjust the level dial when one track was marginally louder than another thereby conceding better sound quality to the louder track [1]. In order to determine the intensity change threshold at which listeners will adjust level, Riedmiller et al. conducted an experiment to examine the ‘comfort zone’ of listeners which was described as the range within which loudness changes from preferred listening level are considered acceptable [19]. Listeners reported that an increase of 2 or 3dB brought them out of their ‘comfort zone’ resulting in an increased likelihood of the audio being reduced in level [19]. However, a decrease in level of 6dB was required to prompt listener action. Another experiment conducted by Benjamin in a domestic listening environment sought to gauge the range of levels around the preferred listening level that are accepted as matching the preferred listening level [20]. These domestic listening environments had little background noise and Benjamin found that a +2.91/-3.78dB level change was enough to prompt listeners to describe the level as noticeably louder/quieter while +6.22/-9.22dB results in the level being perceived as too loud or too quiet [20]. However, Norcross et al. found that listeners were much more sensitive to level changes with subjects on average detecting JNDs of 1.24dB between different programs and JNDs of 0.5dB in the same program [21]. Given that loudness normalisation in broadcast is allowed to deviate +/-2 LU in America [12] and +/-1 LU in Europe [22], it can be surmised that under a loudness normalisation paradigm, listeners will be using their level control primarily to set their preferred listening level.

While it may be speculative to suggest that listeners utilising loudness normalisation software in domestic listening environments will be capable of judging sound quality to a comparable degree as that of a mastering engineer with specialized equipment, sound quality judgments are relative measures. Therefore, the playback system that the listener uses, regardless of its perceived quality or cost, becomes the reference by which sound quality is judged. Berger conducted an experiment to determine the preference for the different reproduction formats available [23]. The findings concluded an increasing preference with each additional year for the sound of MP3s over vinyl and other digital formats of higher quality [24]. Berger concluded that students that regularly download music from the internet and have grown up with the iPod as their main music player, prefer the sound of MP3s [23]. These results suggest that over an extended period of time the reproduction format will be absorbed into long-term memory and act as a sound quality reference.

In contrast to recording studio environments, the reference signal in domestic listening environments must compete with other signals for the listener’s attention. Blauert defines noise as sounds which give rise to unwanted auditory events [25] which, in this context, may constitute any signal that interferes with the listeners perception of music from their playback system. The findings of Pearson et al. indicate that preferred listening levels increase as background noise increases [26]. Furthermore, Bradley found that for every 1dB of background noise, listeners raised the level by 0.7dB to remain at the preferred listening level [27]. These preferred listening levels, were found to be an average of 61dB Leq [27]. Coincidentally, Ventry et al. in [20] found that in a hearing test booth designed to have low background noise, the most comfortable loudness level
for speech was found to be 49.3dB(A) but the task may also involve a different level of attention to a domestic listening environment. This illustrates that the preference for listening level is highly dependent on background noise and the listener’s task.

It is proposed that the ability to listen to music at consistent preferred loudness levels in a domestic environment may act as a method of auditory training facilitating a greater awareness of sound quality between different artists auditioned continguously. While sound quality judgments have traditionally been conducted under experimental conditions or in recording studios, it is proposed that this new music listening paradigm may alter listeners’ perception of ‘good’ sound quality. It is further proposed that this may lead to a more active interest in sound quality in much the same manner as hi-fi enthusiasts in the 1950s pursued the notion of ‘presence’ [1].

Given that loudness normalisation has created the conditions necessary to facilitate a greater awareness of sound quality, it is important to understand how music listeners will be assessing the sound quality of their music collection. Figure 1 illustrates the process involved in product sound quality judgments where subsequent to the perception of the event, the process is affected by non-auditory modalities, cognition, action and emotional factors until we arrive at an auditory event sound [28]. This mental representation of the acoustic event is referred to as a stream and this stream must compete with other streams for the attention of the listener [29]. These additional streams are outside of the control of the music producer and provide the reason for the low correlation between what we actually hear and the acoustic event [25]. However, while the listener is absorbing input from external factors in a domestic listening environment, the resulting judgment is compared against a reference held in the long-term memory (Figure 1). In this manner, if presented with two versions of the same track, the listener’s internal reference may bias the resulting sound quality assessment in favour of the sonic characteristics of their music collection [22]. If their music collection contains primarily hyper-compressed material then it has been suggested that the listener may be biased towards the sonic traits associated with the resulting sound quality [30]. The factors influencing listener preference for dynamic range compression have been proposed to include: prolonged exposure to hyper-compressed music, musical genre preference, perceptually salient sound quality attributes resulting from hyper-compression and the education and training of the listener [30].

![Figure 1 product sound quality judgments adapted from [28]](image)

### 3. Investigating the Aesthetic Concerns of Hyper-Compression

Taking into account the improved listening conditions of domestic listeners as a result of loudness normalisation, what follows is a discussion of the aesthetic concerns of hyper-compression highlighting the possible sonic trade-offs or perceived benefits inherent in the application of hyper-compression.

#### 3.1. Loss of excitement and emotion

One of the concerns about hyper-compressed music is that it reduces the emotional and dramatic impact of music, resulting in less active listening which may prevent listeners from bonding with music [2]. This raises the issue of whether variation in loudness is a primary mechanism used to perceive emotion in music. There are numerous theories outlining how emotion relates to cognitive processes and a good summary is available in [31].

One theory proposes that emotions and cognitive processes are integrated through the use of somatic markers where visual images are marked with an emotional association, which helps to increase the speed with which decisions can be made [32]. Some of the mechanisms connecting music and emotion may be automatic and some may require cognitive processing. The varying loudness levels lead to an automatic emotional response and unexpected events provide a heightened sense of arousal followed by a cognitive appraisal [32]. This heightened sense of arousal has been attributed to a physiological response correlated with the approach of a sound source towards the listener [33]. At high intensities, loudness sensitivity increases providing more acute arousal cues for sources closer to the listener [33]. It is these defensive systems that Bradley and Lang believe determine our expression of emotion through sound [34]. Schubert found that 60% of variation in arousal response can be attributed to the musical features of loudness and tempo [35] both of which relate to the awareness of the speed of approaching objects. Juslin and Västfjäll also attribute psychophysical cues such as loud and sudden events to increased arousal which aids the
perception of emotion [36]. Hyper-compression will reduce ‘loud sudden’ events through the restriction of dynamic range implying that listeners will not receive the priming cues required to perceive emotion in music.

Dean et al. sought to determine if changes in listeners perception of arousal correlated with changes in intensity/loudness [34]. The intensity profiles of a number of recordings of varying genre were reversed and both versions presented to the listeners. The results showed that intensity had a direct impact on perceived arousal. This suggests that intensity profiles are a major source of continued perceived arousal in music and while arousal is but one component of emotional response to music, it is considered an important one. Furthermore, the reduction of dynamic range was shown to have an adverse effect on the emotional impact of music [37]. In this manner, we can deduce that varying intensity does provide emotional cues to the listener and restricting the dynamic range may affect the emotional cues available to the listener. It seems plausible then to suggest that when we restrict dynamic range through hyper-compression, we are removing one of the composer’s tools for conveying emotion.

Further evidence of the connection between emotion and dynamic range is presented in [38] in which it is proposed that melody and rhythm contain few emotional cues for the listener. Instead, it is proposed that music reflects the dynamic patterns of emotion including tension and release, motion and rest, preparation and fulfillment, and sudden change among others. All of these parameters are lost in hyper-compressed music, which includes little variation of loud and quiet with the corresponding environmental input [42]. This indicates that in the absence of intensity differences through hyper-compression, the listener may imagine the required cues in order to derive the emotional response intended by the composer. However, further research is required to determine the effect of hyper-compression on the perception of emotional cues.

3.2. Audition bias in listening environments

The listening environment used to audition music may have a profound effect on a listener’s preference for DRC. In an environment, the signal carries the desired information (the music) and all other signals present are considered undesired information or ‘noise’ [25]. Environmental noise in locations such as shops, factories, cars and noisy city apartments consists of broadband noise composed of a number of signals from varying sources fused into a single perceptual construct. Broadband environmental noise is a much more efficient method of masking sounds than tonal masking at each of the critical bands [43]. Therefore, in order for music to be accurately perceived, it may need to provide a consistent average level in order to remain above the noise floor at all times. This is due to frequency or simultaneous masking, in which loud signals mask other signals at nearby frequencies creating a masking threshold within which the quieter signals will become inaudible [40].

Given the correlation between preferred listening level and background noise outlined in section 2 and the ability of loudness normalisation to match program loudness, a hyper-compressed master with a narrow dynamic range may be preferred in environments with greater levels of noise.

Wagenaars presented subjects with an uncompressed stimuli followed by the compressed stimuli and asked subjects to rate the sound quality [44]. It was found that the compressed signal was moderately preferred to the uncompressed, only under noisy conditions. Another experiment in [44] examined the effect of compression in a normal living environment where only the degree of compression (ratio) and the sound level were adjusted. This experiment confirmed that only under noisy conditions was compression preferred and there is a perceived decrease in sound quality when compression increases. It is worth noting that this experiment was conducted in 1986 when the loudness wars had not yet begun [45]. A repeat of this experiment with listeners that have lived through the loudness wars may provide an indication of the effect of the loudness wars on the preference for DRC. This preference for DRC in noisy environments may impact the growing number of listeners using portable media players as their primary means of listening to music [46].

Lund found that listeners have a well-defined dynamic range tolerance (DRT) that varies with environmental noise level. DRT is a continuum containing the preferred average window plus some peak headroom [46]. Within this environment specific DRT continuum, the listener can understand speakers, instruments are heard clearly and there are no sudden loud sounds. However, if the level regularly fluctuates outside this range the listener becomes annoyed. Therefore material with a wide dynamic range may prove unsuitable to communicate the desired information to the listener in noisy environments due to the risk of causing damage to the listener’s ears. Given the increasingly noisy environments in which we live, and the preference for a 5-10dB louder level when listening on headphones rather than loudspeakers [46],
listeners may prefer the consistent level associated with hyper-compression in order to prevent hearing damage from loud sudden events in wide dynamic range material. In this manner, the varying environmental noise levels that accompany portability coupled with in-ear headphones that provide little or no isolation from noise may have facilitated a trend for hyper-compressed music during the loudness wars.

Wolters et al. suggested that consumers want their content on portable media players to be presented in a form that matches their listening environment [47]. In an effort to address this issue, Vickers suggested that manufacturers provide playback compression options particularly for devices that operate in noisy environments such as car radios. A DRC option on listening devices would likely remove any competitive pressure to make ‘louder’ masters and provide a more user-oriented listening experience.

3.3. Hyper-compression as aesthetic preference

As previously discussed in section 2, hyper-compression may be an aesthetic preference due to extended exposure to the attributes associated with this type of processing. It has also been linked to genres such as grunge, heavy metal, glitch and shred in which hyper-compression, clipping and distortion are the tools used to achieve this aesthetic [2]. Mastering engineers in these genres may intentionally clip the A/D converters in order to increase loudness and add distortion to the signal [48]. Furthermore, while the output of analogue distortion is driven by the frequency of the input and therefore harmonically related, digital distortion such as aliasing is related to the sampling frequency resulting in sum and difference signals un-correlated to the original signal being introduced [49]. The introduction of these inharmonic components may lead to the enhanced perception of dissonance, a desirable component of these genres. This genre specific preference for digital distortion contrasts with the industry wide call for a reduction of the peak level read from a peak program meter (PPM) to -1dBFS in order to avoid clipping when creating a lossy codec, performing sample rate conversion and when playing through a DAC [16]. Given the bias for dissonance created by digital distortion, the promotion of loudness normalisation may not remove hyper-compression from the aesthetic of these genres.

The introduction of the Solid State Logic console heralded a revolutionary design approach in which a compressor was available on every channel [1]. This console has been credited with changing the sound of popular music [1] but it was the console’s bus compressor that earned the moniker the ‘good’ button [18] highlighting an aesthetic preference for DRC among musicians and engineers. Mix bus compression was alleged to make the recording sound like a ‘record’ or akin to the songs heard on the radio and to please the artists, the engineers added the compression at the mixing stage [18]. This positive association with DRC has been suggested to have been learned in the long-term memory [30] and associated with a preference for hyper-compression. Producers such as Rick Rubin, who produced Metallica’s hyper-compressed album ‘Death Magnetic’, are associated with a sound quality that is lively, loud, exciting and perceived as ‘jumping out of the speakers’ [50]. However, Rick Rubin is not the first producer to use compression in order to obtain a sound that jumps out of the speakers. Joe Meek famously applied what was considered outrageous amounts of compression (for the 1960s) in order to create this effect [1].

Given that Electronic Dance Music (EDM) has no direct natural reference in the real world, the reference for judging the amount of compression to use is provided by other professionals working in the genre. As EDM is a relatively new genre associated with digital audio, which is linked to hyper-compression [1], practitioners most likely learned their craft and how to use compression during the loudness wars. This may have affected their preference for DRC and as there is no real world equivalent to many EDM instruments, the music released becomes the reference. If this music is hyper-compressed, then it is likely that other artists emulating this sound will employ similar levels of DRC.

The effect of recording on the globalisation of performance in classical music has been well documented [51] and given the ubiquitous access to the same technology, a globalisation of sound among genres is likely. Furthermore, the trends in classical music performance over the twentieth century are clearly preserved on recordings [51] which provokes the question of how the aesthetic preference for hyper-compression in this era will be perceived by future generations?

3.4. Increased cognitive load of hyper-compression

A side effect of using DRC to balance relative levels is the creation of what has been termed a more coherent result due to the ability of compression to fuse individual sound sources together [52]. Moore reported that a number of studies found that coherent amplitude changes tend to perceptually fuse sounds together whereas un-correlated changes segregate the sounds [53]. When the components are amplitude modulated in the same way, they become fused together into a single percept and they are listened to as a whole [53]. This can also lead to difficulty in perceiving individual sound sources within a complex signal, presented to the listener as a reproduced scene. This relates to the brain’s ability to use the common modulation of sources as a means of grouping them together or, conversely, the lack of common modulation as a means of identifying them as individual sources. When this process is interrupted by the compression of a group of sources, a common modulation envelope is applied to all of the instruments in the reproduced scene. The type of common modulation applied to the signal is determined by the time constants selected on the compressor and may be largely responsible for the widely acknowledged ‘gluing effect’ when applied to a group of sources.

When using analogue compressors or digital processors with non-linear distortion modeling such as dynamic...
convolution [54], the processor will apply harmonics to the signal determined by its topology or modeling. This application of harmonics of fixed relative power to a group of instruments may provide a coherent coloring to the sound scene. However, there is currently no research to support the notion that harmonic modulation will support perceptual grouping when both sources are modulated coherently [53]. Differences in timbre support stream segregation [55]. When two melodies are played together using different timbres, listeners find it easier to identify changes in the melody than when both timbres are similar. It seems possible then that the application of fixed harmonics to a group of instruments may make it more difficult to perceptually segregate sources. Further research on this point is needed. This proposed trade-off between DRC and stream segregation resembles the trade-off between pitch and timbre when determining the perceptual organisation of a sequence of notes [56]. This trade-off states that when listeners are presented with a sequence played by two instruments, with a large difference in timbre and a small difference in pitch, the percept heard will be that of grouping by timbre. The opposite is also true.

This fusing together of individual sound sources through the use of compression elicits a varying preference response among listeners and engineers [18]. These subjective responses may be related to the manner in which the listener engages with the material. Critical listeners, such as musicians and engineers, often complain about hyper-compression [3], [16] as they may need to be able to hear all of the instruments separately and the heavy application of compression may obscure the individual stream segregation of these sources. On the other hand, listeners relegating music to background sound may prefer the music to fuse together perceptually into a single source as the role of the individual instruments may be of less concern and wide dynamic range may draw too much attention to the music. These application specific listening modes may dictate the degree of compression preferred by different listeners.

3.5. Loudness variation defining musical structure

One of the arguments against aggressive DRC is that some genres, such as the alternative music of the early nineties and late eighties, relied on loudness differences between verse and chorus as a structural element [2]. In acoustic ensembles, when loud notes fall on the down beat, they provide a tonal stability to the music [57] and hyper-compression may remove the strength of the downbeat perceived by the listener thus removing some of the composer’s artistic intent. Furthermore, melodies are often accompanied by a level boost and a 20 ms lead time in acoustic ensembles [57] to enable streaming of the lead instrument(s) as the foreground sound. Due to the excessive use of DRC during the loudness wars, these performance attributes are simulated with macro-dynamic volume automation post-compressor [3] and via the nudge function in Pro Tools [58] respectively. While the loudness wars all but ended the ability to use loudness as a defining musical structure, new structures were born out of necessity. Engineers began to use the frequency range as a method of defining musical structure where choruses are signified by an expanding of the frequency bandwidth of the music at the low and high frequencies and a widening of the sound stage in contrast to the verses [59].

In this regard, the legacy of the loudness wars on music production processes has yet to be discussed and future research is needed.

4. CONCLUSION

This paper examined the factors affecting music listening under the loudness normalization paradigm, highlighting the manner in which loudness normalisation may facilitate a renewed interest in sound quality. Given that loudness normalisation has been associated with an end to the loudness wars, the aesthetic concerns of hyper-compression were discussed in order to further understand the reasoning for the use of hyper-compression beyond simply increasing loudness. In this manner, this paper explored whether the application of hyper-compression can truly be eradicated through the proliferation of loudness normalisation. The findings suggest that while loudness normalisation may help in this regard, listener preference for hyper-compressed music may be a more complex issue than simply relating to loudness bias. Further research is needed concerning the aesthetic factors contributing to listener preference for hyper-compression and the music production techniques created as a direct result of the loudness wars.
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